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ABSTRACT 
This paper studies convergence properties of the block GMRES algorithm when 
applied to nonsymmetric systems with multiple right-hand sides. A convergence 
theory is developed based on a representation of the method using matrix-valued 
polynomials. Relations between the roots of the residual polynomial for block GMHES 
and the matrix &-pseudospectrum are derived, and illustrated with numerical experi- 
ments. The role of invariant subspaces in the effectiveness of block methods is also 
discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Block iterative methods have been proposed as an attractive approach for 
handling eigenvalue problems and linear systems [lo, 21, 391. They promise 
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favorable convergence properties and effective exploitation of parallel com- 
puter architectures [21, 221. Block methods are natural candidates when 
systems with multiple right-hand sides have to be solved, an important 
problem in areas such as chemistry, electromagnetics, structures, and control; 
see applications described in [5, 241 and references in [34, 361. In this paper 
we study convergence properties of a block Krylov solver, that is, the block 
version of the GMRES method of Saad and Schultz [29], hereafter denoted by 
BGMRES, when applied to solve the system 
AX = B, (1.1) 
where A is a large, nonsymmetric matrix of order n, and X = [xi,. . . , xs] 
and B = [b,,...,b,] are rectangular matrices of dimension n X s with 
s Q n. 
An essential component of BGMRES is the block Amoldi procedure; see 
[l]. To apply BGMRES we are given an initial guess X(O). Since it is possible to 
deflate otherwise, we will assume that the initial block residual R(O) := B - 
AX(‘) is of full rank. BGMRES generates an approximate solution X(“‘) over 
the block Krylov subspace W,( A, R(O)) = span{ II(‘), AR(‘), . . . , A”‘- ‘R(O)). 
Hnl is the space generated by the matrix R(O), where K,,, is the space 
generated by a vector r (‘) The approximate BGMRES solution is Xc”‘) = . 
X(O) + Z,, where Z, solves the minimization problem 
min ]I@‘) - AZIIr, 
ZEK,” 
(l-2) 
with I] * IIF the Frobenius norm. We refer to [40] for a detailed description of 
the BGMRES algorithm, and to [ll] for an example of use of BGMRES. 
Under certain conditions on the starting residuals, each iteration of block 
Amoldi generates s linearly independent vectors, leading to finite termina- 
tion in at most [n/s1 iterations. In general, however, n is very large relative 
to s, and the method will be considered effective only if a good approxima- 
tion to the exact solution is determined in a number of iterations much 
smaller than [n/s]. Therefore, a convergence analysis of BGMRES is essential. 
Our starting point is the work of O’Leary [2I], who analyzed the convergence 
behavior of block CG for real symmetric matrices. The first part of our 
discussion uses extensively the apparatus developed therein. We then apply 
matrix-valued polynomials in order to further study the convergence of 
BGMRES. Kent, in [14], used matrix-valued polynomials to describe some block 
Krylov methods and hence provides useful background. We also refer to work 
of Vital on block GMRES for nonsymmetric A [4O], Sadkane [30], and Simon 
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and Yeremin 1331 on block Arnoldi. Another interesting contribution is that of 
Jia, who discussed the use of block Lanczos-type algorithms, including block 
,4moldi, for nonsymmetric eigenvalue problems [I2], and thus generalized 
earlier results [lo, 281 and provided useful implementation discussions; and a 
recent effort by Broyden toward a comprehensive theory for block methods 
1:31. 
We remark that the effectiveness of block methods applied to nonsym- 
metric systems is still under investigation. For example, it was shown in [36] 
that in the absence of preconditioning and parallel processing a nonblock 
hybrid method based on GMRES was superior to several other methods 
including BGMRES. A more recent comparison [34] between block and non- 
block methods showed that block methods become more attractive when the 
matrix A is relatively dense, whereas extremely good performance on the 
Cray YMP/CSO with a preconditioned method based on BGMRES was re- 
ported in [15]. See also implementation discussions in [l, 12, 20, 31, 331. In 
this paper we do not discuss implementation issues. It is worth noting, 
however, that the developed theory is useful for understanding the behavior 
of other block Krylov methods (see [34]) as well as for designing techniques 
that improve the performance of BGMRES [see [Xl). 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We start Section 2 
with a result from [do], which shows that for a fixed number of iterations, 
BGMRES achieves a residual at most as large as if CMRES were to be applied 
independently to each right-hand side. We then prove that under certain 
conditions, asymptotic convergence depends on the distribution of II - .s 
clustered eigenvalues of A (Theorem 2.2). In Section 3 we introduce a 
representation of BGMRES based on matrix-valued polynomials. This represen- 
tation is used to obtain bounds for the norm of the block residual (Theorems 
3.1 and 3.2). We then study some properties of these polynomials. The roots 
of the BGMRES polynomial are shown to be eigenvalues of a rank-s modifica- 
tion of the orthogonal section of A on a block Krylov subspace (Theorem 
,3.3). This fact leads to interesting new relations between the roots and the 
&-pseudospectrum of the matrix. In Section 4 we discuss briefly the issue of 
finite termination and its dependence on invariant subspaces of A, and 
provide concluding remarks. 
The following notation is used. Whenever A is diagonalizable, (uj, A,) 
(j = 1 >..a, n) denotes the eigenvector-eigenvalue pairs, U the matrix of 
eigenvectors, and A the set of eigenvalues of A. Assuming that the block 
Krylov subspace od, is of full rank, we denote by m the block dimension of 
the bases %$ = [V,, . . . , V,] of Dd, with Vi E Rnxs; p, denotes the space of 
scalar-valued polynomials of degree at most m, and p, the subspace of p,,, 
with polynomials pk satisfying ~~(0) = 1. The inner product of X, y E R” is 
denoted by (x, y) = r*y. U n ess 1 specified otherwise, the Frobenius norm is 
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used for matrices and vectors; therefore, we omit the subscript from ll*ll~. 
The condition number of a square matrix A is denoted by K(A). For 
rectangular matrices we also use the norm 11. ljg defined as llRll+ := 
~~j~~,,..,,(ll~jll) with R = [~1,.--, r,]. 1, and 0, denote the identity and 
zero matrices of order s. Finally, superscript * denotes the complex conju- 
gate (transpose, when applied to vectors or matrices). 
2. RESIDUAL EVALUATION 
From Equation (1.2) we see that given m, BGMRES computes the approxi- 
mate solution X’“’ such that the II@‘) - AZll is minimized over 2 E K,. If 
the minimum is achieved for 2, E K,, we can write R(“) = R(O) - AZ,. 
From the definition of the Frobenius norm, BGMRES minimizes tr[( R(“))*R(“)] 
with R(“) = [rim), . . . , rCm)] and tr denoting the trace. 
Vital shows that IIRCL)II JI is always smaller than the largest residual norm 
obtained after solving each system separately using GMRES with the same 
Krylov subspace dimension m [4O]. 
THEOREM 2.1 [40]. Let W,(A, R(O)) be the Kylov subspace generated 
by R(O), and K,( A, ry’) generated by rj’). Then 
min IIR(‘) - AZII, < max 
ZEK, 
min IIrj’o) - Azjll. 
j=l,...,s zjGK, 
(2.1) 
We will provide sharper estimates of residual behavior by assuming that 
A is diagonalizable, with all eigenvalues in C’. In particular we assume that 
0 < %(A\,> < *** < %(h,). Unless stated otherwise, for the remainder of 
this paper, we will assume that the rank of Db, is ms. We will be referring to 
this as the full-rank assumption and note that it is appropriate for conver- 
gence studies, though any implementation of the algorithm must take account 
of the possible rank loss [12, 28, 331. The full-rank assumption is guaranteed 
to hold if cJ_ 1 pj( A)ry) + 0 for all pj E P,_ 1 [4]. 
Since A is real, its eigenvalues are symmetric with respect to the real axis. 
We can thus construct an ellipse F,(c, e, a) which contains A,, . . . , A, and has 
center c on the real axis, foci c + e, and major semiaxis a [16]. Furthermore 
e2 is real, and the ellipse is symmetric with respect to the real axis. 
Let T, denote the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind and degree m. 
The following lemmas will be useful for the main result of the section. For a 
proof of the first one see for example [26]. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let F denote the ellipse F(O, 1, a>, including its interior, 
centered at the origin with major semiaxis a and eccentricity one. Then 
The next lemma follows easily after manipulating algebraic expressions 
for T,,. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let a, e be both real (imaginary) with positive real (imag- 
inary) part; let also c E [WC with lel < c. Then 
L(a/e) 
IT,(c/e)l ’ 2 / 
a/e + Jw 
Ic/el + Jw 
LEMMA 2.3. Let dF be the boundary of the ellipse F as defined in 
Lemma 2.1, with radius p > 1, .so that a = k( p + l/p), Then, for m > 1, 
L+,(l) I I p2 + 1 ??I(~) G p-l for [E dF. 
Proof. For 5 E dF we have 
and 
Then 
(2.2) 
T,+,(S) I I p”‘+l + l/p”‘+’ p”+’ + 1 
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Consider the real function B(t) = ( p’+’ + l)/( pf - 1) with t E [l, m>. It is 
easy to shows that when p > 1, 0 is a monotonically decreasing function of 
t, so that o(t) < O(1) for t E [l, ~1, which proves (2.2). ??
The next lemma is a straightforward exfension of [21, Lemma 5, part (a)]. 
Let F,(c, e, a> be as above, and define R to be R(O) with the sth column 
omitted. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let U be the matrix of linearly independent eigenvectors of 
A, and let IAiIi=l,,..,n denote the corresponding eigenvalues. Let F,(c, e, a) 
contain h,, . . . , A,, and define 
L= 
=1 
[ 1 L, 
to be a,n n X (s - 1) matrix such that UL is an orthogonal basis for 
spamAR), with L, of order s - 1 and nonsingular. Define i = <ii j) as 
f, = L,LT’. 
spamAR,..., 
Then for each j = 1, . . . , 
A”‘R} such that 
s - 1 there is a vector gj E 
gj = uj + 2 si jui 
i=s 
with Si, j = ii, jTm- I( 5,)/T,_ I( &), and & = (c - 4)/e. 
Proof. We first observe that ULL[l E span{ AR). For j = 1, . . . , s - 1, 
define the vector gj = q( A)U(ULL;‘); j, where 
T(l) := Tm-,( l)/T,_,( sj), 
and the subscript :, j indicates the jth column of the matrix. Since ULL;’ = 
U[Z,_,, ClT andq$) = 1, it follows that gj = uj + E:_qi;>uiii,,. ??
We next characterize the norm of the individual residual vectors after 
approximating the solution from K,( A, R(O)). As in the symmetric case 
analyzed in [21], we will p rovide a bound in terms of Chebyshev polynomials. 
To simplify notation we derive the result for the sth residual vector. The 
result also holds for other residuals, provided the subscript s is changed 
accordingly. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let A be a diagonalizable matrix of order n with its 
eigenvalues in @+. Let the ellipse ITs(c, e, a> contain A,, , . . , A, and be such 
that c E Ri is its center, e2 is real, and the origin is exterior to the ellipse. 
Let r,on) = b, - Axim) be the residual of the sth system of (1.1) u;hen 
approximated using the BGMRES algorithm with starting block R(“). Then thP 
,sth residual satisfies 
where S does not depend on m. 
Proof. BGMRES computes X’“” so that the trace tr[( R’““)TR’““] is 
minimized. This is achieved by minimizing jlrj”‘)ll (1 < j < s). The residual 
r(“‘) can be written as s 
r-J”‘) = r,!“’ + c t,,, j( A) Ary’, 
,j=r 
(2.4) 
where t,,, j E Pm _ 1. The theorem will be proved by selecting polynomials 
t, j which provide an appropriate upper bound for r-,0)‘). 
Let r,‘o) = u(, with t= [t, .a* (,I*, be the expansion of the initial 
residual for the sth system in eigenvectors of A. Let also the polynomial y,,,, , 
be defined by q,,,,,(h) = 1 + t,,,, ,(h)A, so that 
4?n,J(A) = (2.5) 
with C, e parameters of the ellipse F,(c, e, a). The remaining s - 1 pol,yno- 
mials are constructed by combining vectors [g , , . . . , gy _ ,} (cf. Lemma 2.4) as 
follows: 
s-1 s- 1 
C t,,j(A)Ar,‘O’ = - C 4m,s(AJ)t”gj; 
j=l j=l 
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hence r,‘“) = 9m, ,( A)Ur - CT:: 9,,,, ,( Aj>tjgj. To simplify notation, we will 
omit the subscripts in 9m, s. From the definition of gj and after some algebra, 
we obtain 
,(m) = 
s i 
i=s [ 
9CAi)5i - ‘i:’ 9( Aj)tjsi,j ui’ 
1 
( 2.6) 
j=l 
Hence the residual to be minimized is expressed as a linear combination of 
{U s, . , . , u,,). It follows from (2.6) that 
We next bound each of the terms (2.7), (2.81, and (2.9). 
(2.7): From (2.5) and Lemma 2.1 we obtain 
T,i(a/e) = ” IT,i(c/e) 1 ’
where S, is the value obtained from the summation term. 
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(2.8): From (2.5) and the definition of S,, j it follows that 
For each A,,j = l,..., s - 1, consider the ellipse of radius pJ, centered at 
the origin and passing through (c - 5)/e. Let w := maxl( pf + I)/( pi - I). 
so that for each Aj and m > 1 it holds that 
(cf. Lemma 2.3). Using the inequality T,,,_ ,(a/e> < 2(a/e)T,(a/e) and 
Lemma 2.1, it follows that 
~ 4w2(a/e)2T~(a/e) 
lTz( c/e)1 
Hence 
k=y j=l i=s j=j 
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(2.9): From (2.5) and using the definition of ai j it follows that 
Combining the above bounds, it follows that 
(r,‘“‘, ?“y ) < [S, + 4w”( J2Ss + 40( js,] I$;l;:jl > (2.10) 
where the Sj’s do not depend on m. Equation (2.3) follows from Lemma 2.2. 
??
We observe that when there is only a single right-hand side, the theorem 
reduces to a well-known result [26]. Th eorem 2.2 extends to BGMRES and real 
nonsymmetric matrices the convergence result shown for block CC in 121, 
Theorem 51. It shows that when the matrix A is diagonalizable, after applying 
BGMRES, the norm of each residual is bounded by normalized Chebyshev 
polynomials defined on an ellipse generated by n - s eigenvalues of A. 
The expression (2.10) should be used with care. Recent results of Fischer 
and Freund have disproved some long-held perceptions about Chebyshev 
polynomials in @ [7, 91. In particular, Chebyshev polynomials may not be 
optimal, so that the left-hand side of the inequality (2.10) can be significantly 
smaller than the upper bound; in that case Theorem 2.2 will be useless as a 
characterization of the residual. Fortunately, as discussed in [9], if m is large 
enough and certain additional conditions hold, then the Chebyshev polynomi- 
als are very close to being optimal, in which case the result of Theorem 2.2 
provides a reasonable estimate of the error. One example is when the domain 
enclosed by F,(c, e, a> is far enough from the origin and e is real. Lower 
bounds that the value of [c/e] must satisfy for Chebyshev polynomials to be 
optimal are obtained in [9, Theorem 21. 
Observe that the distribution of the excluded eigenvalues affects both the 
value of w and the ellipse F,. For example, the exclusion of the eigenvalues 
with small real part and large imaginary part will prevent one from having to 
deal with minimization over ellipses which are too close to the origin and 
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have large radii. This will improve the behavior of the method and could 
make (2.3) a better bound for the residual behavior. 
:~. MATRIX-VALUED POLYNOMIALS AND BGMRES 
In this section we represent BGMRES using matrix-valued polynomials. me 
obtain convergence results for the method and spectral information for the 
matrix. 
In order to generate the basis of K,,,( A, R(“‘), block Arnoldi carries out 
the following process: 
v, = R’“‘x 
II, 0 vi+, x,+1,, = Al71 - i 17k xk.r i = l,..., m - 1, 
k 1 
(3.1) 
where Vi E [FB”‘“, xk,i E [w’x”. Here x0 o is computed so that the columns 
of V, are orthonormal. We define Z to be the upper block Hessenberg 
matrix & = { xj k)lk==lt:;;;;\, of dime;sion 
- _ _ ’ 
s(i + 1)X si [27, 401. Let al&, 
q := 1 I,5i, 0,5i, ,sJq, and let $k be a matrix-valued polynomial of degree k. 
defined by +k( h) = Zf=, A&, with ci E [w” ‘. The solution of (1.1) is 
approximated by X’“” = X(“) + z$;,, y, where y = [I/:, . . . , yI]“, with yi E 
[w”‘” (I < i < m), chosen appropriately. As shown in [14, Chapter 41, we can 
use the matrix-valued polynomials & to write the relation AT<:, = ‘7/, + ,q,,, 
;1.S 
AP,,,- I = p,,, - 12, + 9,,, ( A) x,,, + I ,,1 Ew 5 (3.2) 
where P,,, 1 := [+,(A), +,(A), . . . , 4,,,_ ,(A)1 and E,,, = Lo,, . . . ,(j,. I,1 E 
,w s x WI s 
It follows that R(“’ = R(“) - ,4~,! y can be written as 
R’“’ = R'"' - A c +i( A) R("+yi + , 
i = 0 
,,L - I 
= R(n) _ c A’+ ‘R(“)n,, 
i = 0 
with ai E [wSxS (1 < i < m - 1). 
Let K. E be the space of matrix-valued polynomials O,,, of degree not 
greater than m and order s, such that O,(O) = I,. In particular, @,,,(A) := 
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I,Y - C;=!a’ A” + hi is a matrix-valued polynomial (of full degree) in p,l,, S. We 
can writer 
m- 1 
R(“” = @,,,( A) 0 R (0) E R(O) - c A’+ lRKVa,. 
i=O 
If QL( A) E R,,, s is the matrix-valued residual polynomial for BGMRES, @, 
solves the minimization problem 
min 
@W E F?,, s 
I]@,,,( A) 0 R(‘)ll. (3.3) 
We first consider the case of A diagonalizable. For standard GMRES, the 
inequality ]lr(“‘)]l < K~(U)E,,, IIT-(~)II holds, where E,,, := min,,nE F,,,, ]I pnl]]A, 
II ~Jln := supi\, * I p,JU, and K~(U) denotes the condition number associ- 
ated with the spectral norm of U [29]. We shall derive an analogous result for 
the convergence of BGMRES. We first show that the norm of the residual 
R(‘“) = @,,,,(A) 0 R(O) of any block Kryl ov method is bounded by II@,,,(A)]1 with 
A belonging to a certain region of @. 
For a,,, E P_ define ]]@,),]]A := sup*= i\ I]@?,,(A)~]. The following lemma 
will be needed 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A = U-’ diag(h,, . . . , A,) U be a matrix of order n. Let 
also qm(A) := (qj, ,(A)),, k = 1, , s with qj, k E prD,,. Then 
I/‘%( A) 11 =s K(u)& IIY,~~~,F. (3.4) 
Proof. We have 
ktA) II2 
j,k=l 
G K”(U) j,$, IISj, 
= K2(U) e 2 
j,k=l i=l 
Iqj.k(Ai)12 = K2(U) iI IIYn(Ai)l12 
i=l 
’ The notation 0 is attributed to Crag 1141. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let EC’“) = Q,( A)0 EC”) with R(O), R(“‘) E [WnX’, A E 
Iw “x7’, A = U-‘diag(A,, . . . , A,,) U, and Q7,,, E p ,,,, ). Then 
llR’“‘ll G K(u)& ~~@,,~~.~ IIR(“)II. ( :3 5) 
Proof. Rewrite a,,, as a,( A) = Cr!0 A’w;“, where w. := (~(‘1) for i = 
0, . . . ) m, and Q,,(O) = Z,Y. Hence the (j, k)th element’ of @i:(A) is the 
polynomial 9j, k(h) := CyL ,> h’wif!,. Then 
that is, R’“’ = [CJ:= 1 9;, I( A)$()), . . . , Cj= I 9,. ,?( A)ry’]. Denote by vec( R”“‘) 
the ns-vector having as elements the columns ri”‘), . . . , r,!“‘) of R’““. We can 
thus write 
vec( R’“‘) = ‘P,,,( A)vec( R(")) , 
where yrm(A) is a matrix of order ns, with components yk,i( A). From 
Lemma 3 1 IivedR(“)>II < ~(U)&ll’P,,,ll~ Ibec(R(“))ll. Furthermore, q7,,(A) 
coincides ‘vkh @J~,,( A) and Ibec{R(“l))/l” = tr[( R(“‘))‘R(“‘)], so that (3.5) 
follows. ??
For the remainder of this section we no longer assume that A is 
diagonalizable. For highly nonnormal matrices, K(U) can be very large. For 
such cases, an attractive alternative to Theorem 3.1 uses the notion 
of &-pseudospectrum of A [18]. This is defined as R,(A) := (J E 
@ : I/(51 - A)-‘11 a c-l) with II. II ’ y an norm. Let I,, be the arc length of thrl 
boundary of A,( A). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let qm(A) = (9j, ,(A)),, k = ,, ,~ with 9,. k E 5’r,,, nnct A E 
[w nXn. Then 
II *??,c A) II =G && IIWl*,. F. (3.6) 
Proof. Let r be the contour or the union of contours enclosing A,( A). 
For each j, k = 1,. . ., s, consider the integral representation 9,,,(A) = 
(1/27rz)jr qj,,(A)(AZ - A)-’ dh. Then we can write 
*m(A) = & &(A) 8 (AZ -A)-’ dA, 
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where 8 indicates the Kronecker product. From Ilqm(A) Q (AI - A)-‘II = 
s-l l]qm( h>ll for A E r, it follows that 
Using the definition of L, the result follows. ??
The next result generalizes Theorem 3.1 to nondiagonalizable matrices. 
The proof is similar except that it uses the bound (3.6) instead of (3.4). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let R’“’ = a,( A) 0 R(O) with R(O), R(“) E R” xs, A E 
Rnx”, and am E pm S. Then 
II R’“‘ll < & IIqJ*,II~(“)ll. (3.7) 
For the case of BGMRES, it follows from (3.3) that 
We illustrate some of our points using the tridiagonal Toeplitz matrix of 
order 12 = 200 given by [19] 
5.1 
2 
A= ; 
0 
\ 0 
3 
5.1 
. . . 
. . . 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
5.1 
2 
0 
0 
. . 
3 
5.1 
(3.8) 
Pseudospectra of Toeplitz matrices have been studied in detail in [25], 
while the particular example can be found in [19]. For small E, the E- 
pseudospectrum of A is enclosed by the ellipse formed by mapping the unit 
circle using the symbol function f(z) = 22-i + 5.1 + 32. It is worth noting 
that the ellipse is contained in the domain [O.l, 10.11 X [ - 1, 11. 
Figure 1 depicts the values ]]@E(A)]l in a region containing the E- 
pseudospectrum h,(A) of the matrix above. The picture shows that the 
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FIG 1. Norm of BGMRES matrix-valued polynomial @,&A) for A taking vahws in 
the &-pseudospectrum A,( A). n = 200. Random starting vectors [ ri”‘, r$“]. 
polynomial has small norm values on h,(A); however, the inequality (3.5) is 
not sharp, and llR’“‘ll may b e small even for large values of the norm of a,,,. 
Figure 2(a) shows the level curves I]@,,,(A)Il = 7, for T = 0.02,0.04, of 
the polynomial used in Figure 1. Furthermore, the roots of QD,,s (generated 
with BGMRES applied to [r $O’, r$“]) are shown in Figure 2(b). It thus seems 
that the roots and lemniscates of the KMRES polynomial provide a feeling for 
the .s-pseudospectrum. These issues are discussed in greater detail next. 
3.1. Roots of the BGMRES Polynomial and z+Pseudospectrunz 
From the full-rank assumption, det(@,(h) has ms zeros. From now on, 
we will be referring to these (latent roots) simply as roots of Q,,,. 
We first note that 2m is the matrix representation of the section of A in 
K,( A, R(O)) relative to the (orthogonal) basis Vm,. Under certain conditions, 
the eigenvalues of gi”, (also called Ritz values of A), approximate some 
eigenvalues of A [12, 301. On the other hand, the roots of the GMRES 
polynomial coincide with the eigenvalues of a rank-l modification of the 
orthogonal section of A with respect to the basis of the Krylov subspace 
generated by Amoldi [17, 23, 32, 371. 
Therefore, we first show that the roots of the BGMRES polynomial Q’,,, 
coincide -with the eigenvalues of a modification of the block Hessenberg 
rnatrix Zm. We then show relations between the roots of the HGMRES 
polynomial and the .s-pseudospectrum. Our results also corroborate, for the 
general (s > 1) case, experimental observations made in [19, Example 31 for 
GMRES. 
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FIG. 2. Matrix (3.8) of size n = 200 and random starting vectors [l-P, @)I: (a) 
level curves II@&A>ll = T for T = 0.02,0.04; (b) roots of BGMRES polynomial @%. 
Denote by h,, 1 := [0,, . . . , O,, x~,+~,~~] the last s rows of &f,,, with 
xln+ 1, m E RSX”. First note that y is chosen to minimize 11 E:‘x~,~ -K, y 11. 
Let SnL+ 1 :=Zmy - ETx~,~, and write Sm+l = IS:, a,T+,p‘ with q,,+l E R”X” 
) Gil := ,y,,, + 1, m ym. Then from &“,‘S,, + , = 0 it follows that 
%X, + hTm+A,+ly = 0. (3.9) 
THEOREM 3.3. The roots of the BGMRES matrix-valued residual polyno- 
@al Q,,,(h) coincide with the eigenvalues of the matrix Xrn +Pm, where 
Xm = PmTAYm, Vrn is the orthogonal basis for th_e block Kylov subspace 
W,( A, R(O)) generated with block Arnoldi, Trn := c ThT, + 1 h,, + 1, and h, + 1 
are the last s rows of the matrix &“, = Vm’+ 1 AY’,I’,I. 
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Proof The residual polynomial a.,, is determined by a”,( A) = P,,, S,” + , . 
Recalling the definition of Snl+ 1, 
Note that u,,,+ I is nonsingular, since x,,+ I, ,,, is nonsingular and yn, is the 
product of Givens rotations. We can thus rewrite the recursion (3.2) as 
AP,,- 1 = pm - @it - Sm C: I x,,, + 1, ,,s 4) 
+ @,,I ( A\> a,,: 1 xm - 1. ,I, En, . (3.10) 
Using the definition of q,n+ 1 and relation (3.9), we see that 
- sn, fT2 1 xv, + 1, ,,I E”, = - sn, Yri ‘En, 
We replace (3.10) with AI’,,,- 1 = P,,, _ ,<e, +L$,) + @‘,,,(A) ym ‘E,,,. The 
result follows after noticing that det[ Al - <e, +q,,)] = 0 if and only if 
det(@,(A) = 0. m 
Since from Theorem 3.3 the roots of Qn,(A) = 0 satisfji 
(el +c2$)z = AZ, (3.11) 
they also satisfy Z$Zmz = A~“:z. It is worth noting that Freund used this 
generalized eigenvalue problem to compute the roots of scalar residual 
polynomials [S]; see [23] for related results. 
The rank of Pn, is s; hence the roots of the BGMRES residual polynomial 
are Ritz values of a rank-s modification of A. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let L,, := ~n_.55fm~,~, let {A, z) be a solution of (3.11), 
and let f := y, z with z = [ zf’, . . . , zf]’ E R”“. Then 
lb + L)f- VII = IIx,n+~rr,=w,ll. (3.12) 
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(A + -L>Tn = v,,(k +%) + Vm+, xm+~m-% 
Hence 
(A + L)f = Vm(& +-%a), + Vm+, xm+~m%n 
= Af + %I+, Xm+l.m%7l~ 
The result follows from the orthogonality of the columns of V,,,, i. ??
From (3.11) and the definition of e-approximation eigenpairs [38] we 
obtain: 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let E = I12mII. Then any solution {A, z} of (3.11) is an 
c-approximation eigenpair of 2&. 
Since we assumed that W,( A, R(O)) maintains full rank, the parameter 
E = 1]9,]1 becomes zero when m = [n/s]. Though one can construct exam- 
ples where until termination the residual is reduced only very slowly or not at 
all [2, 181, in general one expects the roots of @m to provide a feeling for the 
e-pseudospectrum. 
From the structure of Pm, we can obtain additional information on the 
location of the roots of @, relative to the Ritz values of A. In particular, all 
except the last s columns of 9, are zero, so that S$, = (E,, where 
_!Z$ E [WmsXms, with 
We use a generalization of the Gerschgorin circle theorem, due to Feingold 
and Varga [6]; adapted to our notation and Hessenberg matrices, the theorem 
reads as follows. 
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THEOREM 3.4 [6, THEOREM 21. For the matrix gm of order ms, parti- 
tioned into blocks xi j (1 < i, j < m) of order s, each of its eigenvalues h 
satisfies 
Ik xrn,,, - AI,)-‘ll-l m-1 G C II Xi.rrtll. (3.14) 
i=I 
For each j (1 < j < m), the set of complex numbers satisfying Equations 
(3.13) and (3.14) is called a Gerschgorin set, and is denoted by 5]. Hence the 
eigenvalues of Z”, must lie in lJyZ 1 Fj. The question is : where do the roots 
of @,,, lie relative to gi? 
COROLLARY 3.3. Each root A of the BC,MRES residual polynomial a,,, 
satisfies at least one of the inequalities below: 
I/( x,,, - AI,)-l(l-’ < .iil IIxi,ill> 1 <j < m - 1, 
i=l 
i#j 
711 - 1 
Ik xrr,, m + 5, - AI,J(y m-1 < C IIXi,mll + C l15ill’ 
i=l i=l 
Hence, for both the eigenvalues of Z”, +pn, (roots of Q,) and the 
eigenvalues of Zm (Ritz values of A), all but the last Gerschgorin sets are the 
same. Comparing the sets from Theorem 3.4 with those from Corollary 3.3, 
we see that a large 115 II wi cause the last Gerschgorin sets to become quite 11 
different, thus radically changing the regions in which the roots are dis- 
tributed relative to those of the Ritz values. 
4. BLOCK METHODS AND INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
Block iterative methods give rise to several interesting theoretical and 
practical questions. Our analysis suggests that matrix-valued polynomials can 
be useful tools in studying the convergence of block iterative schemes. 
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Another interesting issue is the relation between the type and number of 
right-hand sides and termination properties of the method, assuming exact 
arithmetic. 
In particular, the block solution X = A-‘B satisfies X E X(O) + 
W,( A, R(O)) for the smallest m for which W,( A, R(O)) is an invariant 
subspace of A. Dropping for notational convenience the superscript from 
R(O) for each j = 1,. . . , s let Aj denote the smallest invariant subspace of A 
containing the starting vector rj, with mj := detdj. In exact arithmetic, 
Amoldi will generate an invariant subspace for rj in at most mj iterations. 
This is also true of block Amoldi, but since each step of the block algorithm 
takes at least s matrix-vector multiplications, it is important to be able to 
form the invariant subspace as efficiently as possible. To see that even in 
exact arithmetic, and with full rank for R, the block method can be ineffec- 
tive, let s = 2, and choose r2 = Ar,. Then the block subspace corresponds to 
the set (r,, Ar,, Ar,, A2r,, . . .}, so that r2 plays no role, and m, - 1 
iterations of block Amoldi are needed. In the other extreme, let all 4 be 
identical, and let the full-rank assumption hold. Then, after ml/s iterations, 
block Amoldi constructs a basis of di. So, depending on the relation 
between the 4’s a large s may or may not help improve convergence. This 
issue becomes even more complex when restarting has to be used. Recent 
work of Joubert [13] may provide insights into this problem for the case of 
BGMRES. Overall, a study which takes into account these concerns would be 
very desirable. 
We thank Professor P. Van Dooren for a discussion on matrix-valued 
polynomials, Professor E. Lanconelli for suggestions on Lemma 2.3, and the 
referees for their comments and corrections and for bringing Reference [23] 
to our attention. We also thank Ms. Merle Levy for several editorial sugges- 
tions. An earlier version of this work appeared as CSRD Tech. Report 1287, 
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